Is this your exam space?
Employers demand graduates skilled for the 21st century characterized by ICT intensive workplaces.

But our highest stakes assessments are still pen-on-paper!

Pen on paper is the antithesis of typical CS practices!

**Caution!** Sometimes we don’t know what we don’t know (avoid technical solutions that lock out unknown futures)
Gap Filler

How can e-Exams could help fill the gap?
Allowing authentic assessments by putting ‘e-tools of the trade’ in the exam room.

What else could we do?
> A technology platform for progressive assessment too
> Deliver off-line e-learning like experiences in remote areas (off-line MOOCs via ‘on-board Moodle’).
> We will be collecting data electronically so leverage it for analytics!

Talk to me about e-exams!
mathew.hillier@monash.edu